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Vulcan® Park and Museum Educating Adults Through its 
2016 Birmingham Revealed Cultural Series 

Birmingham, Ala. — Vulcan® Park and Museum will kick off its annual Birmingham Revealed after-hours series on 
Thursday, March 10. Unwind with Vulcan as we disclose the people and history that have helped shape our dynamic city! 
For 2016, the Birmingham Revealed two-part adult educational sequence offers up another round of our city’s creative 
best. Here’s what’s in store:

Jazz in Birmingham 
March 10 
5:30 p.m.  (Doors open at 5:00 p.m.)
Many of the region’s greatest jazz musicians and composers have roots that are distinctly Birmingham. Samford University 
students, under the direction and dialogue of Dr. Grant Dalton, will provide an evening of jazz music with performances 
dedicated to Birmingham’s rich jazz heritage.

A Slippery Slope: The Consequences of Hate 
April 21  
5:30 p.m.  (Doors open at 5:00 p.m.)
This educational musical performance is a combination of the traditional Klezmer melodies from Eastern European 
Jewish culture and African-American spirituals coupled with readings from personal testimonies of Holocaust survivors. 
The music and readings together parallel the rise of anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany and anti-Semitism in Europe today, 
while relating the Jewish experience in Europe to the Black experience in America. This performance, in partnership with 
the Birmingham Holocaust Education Center, is supported by the Birmingham Jewish Foundation’s Harry B. Maring Community 
Enrichment Fund and other anonymous supporters.

The 2016 Birmingham Revealed series is supported by the Alabama State Council on the Arts and WELD for Birmingham. 

Tickets are $8 for Vulcan members and $10 for non-members and can be purchased at visitvulcan.com or at the door.
Refreshments will be available for purchase. For more information call 205.933.1409. 
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About Vulcan® Park and Museum 
Vulcan Park and Museum is a 501 (c) 3 organization. All proceeds from ticket purchases will be used to support Vulcan 
Park and Museum’s mission to preserve and promote Vulcan as the symbol for the Birmingham region, advance 
knowledge and understanding of Birmingham’s history and culture, and to encourage exploration of the region. 


